
One Click 1631 

Chapter 1631: Zhan Taiqing’s disciple, Yuqing 

For example, the Palace of Long Hatred. 

The cultivation base that Chang Henzi revealed 500 million years ago was the Wudu Supreme Emperor, 

who possessed the Liudu Godless Soldier'Eye of the Nine Yin Candles'. 

There are four godless confidants in his command, white, black, blue, and red. In addition, there are 

eight weaker Supreme Emperors! 

In other words, the power of Chang Hen Palace plus Chang Hen Zi has a total of 13 Godless Grades! 

Of course, at this time the white robe Jing Yuanbai had been killed by Su Lang, so there were only twelve 

godless statues in the Palace of Long Hen. 

But this is also the strength on the surface, secretly I don't know if there is any hidden strength. 

Let's talk about Bixuetian. 

Bi Ye Lin, the boss of the blue blood sky, is known as the lord of the Qing Ting, and his strength reaches 

the peak of Liudu Peak without God! 

There are more than a dozen godless powers under his command, all of them powerful monsters. 

Then there is Leiyin Temple. 

This Buddhist inheritance from the boundless realm to the exile has a Liudu godless monk named Wuhai 

Master. 

There are also four King Kong, nine Arhats, a total of fifteen Godless Classes! 

Taibaihai, Jingchenzong, and Riyueshan were also roughly understood by Su Lang. 

These three forces are stronger than the rising star Feitianjiao, and generally possess two or three 

godless-level combat power. 

In addition, a resurrected Godless Grade will occasionally emerge from the entire exile. 

For example Silonghai, such as the black-hearted old man killed by Lu Mingxuan, such as Su Lang in the 

eyes of Zhan Taiqing. 

According to Yuan Qing, because Su Lang slashed five godless statues in succession, and the black-

hearted old man died, Zhan Taiqing had formulated countermeasures for this and sent people to 

respond to those who had recovered. 

Even those who recovered, like Su Lang, did not accept the proposal to enter the Supreme Nine Qing 

Palace. 

Zhan Taiqing will also give some resources to help them recover quickly. 

It can be said that Zhan Taiqing was broken for the battle of reincarnation. 
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Time spent in small talk. 

Failing to refine the fairy-level parts of the super humanoid weapon during this period of time, Su Lang 

felt uncomfortable. 

But when he thought of Zhan Taiqing bringing a lot of materials to the door, Su Lang's unhappiness was 

relieved. 

Said Cao Cao arrived. 

"Friend Su Lang!" 

"It's really a blessing for Yuqing Sansheng to meet today!" 

There were a few laughs like silver bells outside the Palace of Soul Chasing Emperor, but it was Zhan 

Taiqing's apprentice Yuqing who arrived! 

"Yuqing is here!" 

Yuan Qing smiled slightly and stood up. 

"Daoist Yuqing is here, if you miss a long way, please come in!" 

Su Lang also smiled and got up, opened the Soul Chasing Emperor Palace, and invited Zhan Taiqing in. 

"Excuse me!" 

Yuqing entered the Palace of Soul Chasing Emperor and came to the main hall with a kind smile on his 

face. 

This is an extremely beautiful woman, with a fairy air all over her body, like a pure and innocent fairy 

who does not eat fireworks. 

I don't know if Zhan Taiqing sent this woman to the transaction, whether he had other careful thoughts. 

Su Lang ignored the woman's outer skin and directly called up the attribute panel. 

【Name】: Yuqing 

[Race]: Wei Yang 

[Qualification Level]: Unparalleled 

[Realm level]: Sandu no **** level 

[Attack level]: Sandu Supreme Emperor+ 

[Defensive Level]: Sandu Supreme Emperor+ 

[Shenfa Level]: Sandu Supreme Emperor+ 

[Endurance Level]: Sandu Supreme Emperor+ 

[Spirit Level]: Realm of Broken Nirvana 



[Master the exercises]: Taishang Heart Sutra, Taishang Wuya Dilu (no **** level, Xiaocheng), Taishang 

Tianzhaotu (no **** level, entry level), Qingxuan Dangxuantian map (no **** level, entry level) , Qingxin 

Shangyu Jing (Great Emperor Level, Consummation)... 

"Weiyang?" 

"The word Weiyang is so familiar, I'm afraid it has something to do with the boundless world." 

Su Lang thought silently, on the surface full of enthusiasm, "Daoist Yuqing, please sit down, this is my 

exclusive formula of Godless Spirit Tea. Try it." 

"Thank you Su Daoyou!" 

Yuqing smiled back and took a sip of the spirit tea with Su Lang's exclusive formula (randomly 

synthesized). 

"This is the best tea I have ever had." 

Yuan Qing smiled and said, "I am afraid that I will never drink it again." 

"What is there to worry about." 

"I have a lot of this tea, so I will send some daoists later." 

Su Lang waved his hand, smiled arrogantly, and immediately looked at Yuqing, "I wonder if your friend 

has brought a godless pill?" 

Chapter 1632: The big business of millions of Diyuan! 

"It seems that Fellow Su is really obsessed with Dan Dao." 

Seeing that Su Lang was not interested in him at all, Yuqing felt frustrated. 

She is the dream goddess of countless men and even women in the Supreme Nine Qing Palace! 

Of course, this frustration is impossible to show. 

Yuqing said jokingly, and took out two spatial jade bracelets from the universe of life. 

Both jade bracelets are of the emperor soldier level. 

When holding the bracelet, Yuqing's small hands trembled slightly. 

Because for Yuqing, the treasures in the bracelet are too precious, and there are too many! 

As a godless class of the Supreme Nine Qing Palace, and even a disciple of Zhan Taiqing, Yuqing is 

relatively abundant in cultivation resources. 

But she has never seen so many Xianyuan Diyuan and Godless Heaven and Earth treasures in a bracelet 

in her life! 

"This blue jade bracelet is the alchemy material and prescription prepared by the master." 

"This red jade bracelet is the source of the Emperor Xianyuan that Master plans to use to buy finished 

medicines, as well as some heavenly materials." 
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Yuqing was a little nervous and handed the jade bracelet to Su Lang, "I don't know what the price of the 

pills in the hands of Su Daoyou, please ask Su Daoyou to make alchemy, how is the price calculated?" 

"The price of the finished godless-level perfect pill is between five hundred lower Chengdiyuan and 3000 

lower Chengdiyuan." 

"For example, this Taikun Immortal Pill is a decent pill in the Godless Grade, and it is worth two 

thousand under the Emperor Source." 

"The value of this Supreme Heaven Void Pill is even higher. It is worth three thousand and can be used 

to break through the bottleneck of the small realm." 

"In addition, there are ninety-six kinds of elixirs here, and each one is clearly marked." 

Su Lang took out one of the ninety-six pill that was refined by the system, and put it on the table in front 

of him. 

Suddenly, the table above seemed to become a dazzling galaxy, with 98 dazzling planets. 

The Taoist rhyme they emit causes various regular anomalies, forming strange nebulae. 

Yuan Qing and Yuqing were shocked when they saw this scene, and they almost couldn't move their 

eyes! 

This is just a sample! 

No one knows how much Su Lang's inventory is! 

Yuqing couldn't help but glanced at Su Lang, only to feel that this person was probably even richer than 

his master! 

But she didn't know that Su Lang was very poor now and couldn't even upgrade the system functions. 

"Friend Su!" 

Yuan Qing on the side took a deep breath and solemnly said, "We need each of these pills!" 

"How much?" 

Su Lang smiled faintly, "Now I have more than 30 pills of every kind of pill in my hand." 

"Hi... more than thirty!" 

"The average price of these ninety-eight kinds of pill is 1,500. If you buy only one of each type, you will 

cost 147,000 to the Emperor Yuan." 

"If you buy 30 pills for each kind of pill, that would be 4.41 million Yuan Chengdi!" 

Yuan Qing took a cold breath while talking. Such a huge figure, I am afraid that all the lower emperor 

sources accumulated for countless years in the entire Supreme Nine Qing Palace are barely enough. 

"If Diyuan is not enough, you can also use materials to pay." 



Su Lang's expression was indifferent, "As I said before, all kinds of heavenly materials and earth 

treasures, even exercises and classics, and even finished pills and weapons are all right." 

"If this is the case, it would be great." 

There was a touch of excitement on Yuqing's pretty face, "Master just prepared a lot of materials. Please 

ask Fellow Su to check." 

"Then let me see." 

Su Lang nodded slightly, then glanced at the red space jade bracelet. 

This is a space emperor soldier, the space inside is very large, but it is almost filled with various items of 

heaven, material and earth. 

But there are many things, but they are not chaotic, and they are arranged in different categories, which 

is clear at a glance. 

The first is a kind of energy crystallization that contains perfect Taoist rhyme. It is the source of the 

Xiacheng Emperor, totaling one million. 

Next is the Supreme Immortal Source, the number is more, there are more than 12 billion, worth more 

than 1.2 million Lower Immortal Source. 

In addition, there are various levels of alchemy materials, refining materials, exercises and classics. 

Su Lang has various functions such as treasure identification, and can recognize the grade of each 

material at a glance and calculate the specific value. 

Chapter 1633: Bargaining is a must! 

Not long. 

Eliminate some things that are not needed at all, such as the exercises classics that are very tasteless to 

Su Lang. 

Su Lang calculated the value of all the items inside. 

Except for the ready-made Xianyuan Diyuan, all other treasures are worth 2.3 million under the 

Xianyuan Diyuan. 

Of course, Su Lang would not report this number honestly. For business, bargaining is necessary. 

"Plus this space jade bracelet." 

"All the items added together are worth four million yuan." 

"I can't use some of the main exercises and classics, I haven't counted them." 

Su Lang put the jade bracelet in his hand on the table and directly chopped off the 500,000 Lower 

Chengdi source. 

However, what he didn't expect was. 
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"Four million whole." 

"This number is fair." 

Yuan Qing even nodded very cheerfully, and said, "Then...how do you calculate the cost of asking fellow 

Taoists to act?" 

"Forget the shot fee." 

"In this blue jade bracelet, there are a total of 30 kinds of Godless Pills and 120 rare Emperor-level Pills." 

"These pills alone are valuable, so if you make alchemy, it's free!" 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth outlines a shallow smile. 

He can refine five medicinal pills with one ingredient, and save the most treasured main ingredient! 

Even if he didn't charge labor fees, Su Lang earned more than four times the profit in vain! 

Of course Yuqing and Yuanqing didn't know this. 

The two of them immediately became so impressed by Su Lang's boldness. 

"Friend Su is really kind!" 

Yuan Qing said gratefully, "If there is something for Daoists in the future, Taishang Jiuqing Palace will not 

stand idly by!" 

"Ha ha." 

"Hello, I'm good, everyone is good." 

Su Lang smiled lightly, "It shouldn't be too late. I want to study the pill recipe as soon as possible and 

start alchemy. You can choose the finished pill." 

"it is good!" 

Yu Qing and Yuan Qing nodded, and then selected a medicine that was worth four million yuan from the 

source. 

Su Lang readily took out the corresponding pill and placed it directly in front of the two of them. 

A total of about 2,700 immortals of godless perfect quality were piled directly on the table like the most 

ordinary objects. 

Yu Qing and Yuan Qing were dazzled, and Yuan Qing accepted all the pills. 

"Friend Su Lang!" 

"This time I am so grateful!" 

"It's true that the old deity needs these medicines, so I must return to the Supreme Nine Qing Palace." 

"Yuqing will stay and disturb fellow Daoist for one or two. If Daoist Su needs it, just call this girl." 



Yuan Qing received the pill, suppressed the ecstasy and excitement in his heart, stood up and said 

goodbye to Su Lang. 

This shows how impatient his deity Zhan Taiqing is! 

"it is good!" 

"Friends of Yuanqing Taoist have a good journey!" 

Su Lang stood up and gave Yuan Qing a calm expression. 

Yuqing also stood up out of politeness, her face flushed. 

She could see it, Master really intended to make her and Su Lang get along well, and it would be best to 

achieve a marriage. 

Yuqing has no repelling psychology. 

Unfortunately, Su Lang has no interest in her. 

Yuan Qing's previous sentence was not a reminder to take the initiative. 

at this time. 

Yuan Qing took the godless-grade pill with a value of more than four million yuan, and went back 

violently. 

Only Yu Qing and Su Lang remained in the Soul Chasing Emperor Palace. 

"I'm going to refine pill now." 

"Next, let the insiders, disciples and friends entertain the daoists. Please forgive me for any 

irregularities." 

Su Lang smiled, and then released Chu Xiaobei, Ji Ruxue, Murong Xianxian, Youzhi, Su Linger, Xiaomei, 

and Yumei from the universe of life. 

"Brother Su Lang!" 

"Brother Su Lang, is this Guliang Yuqing!" 

"Guliang Yuqing..." 

All of a sudden, the beauties in the hall were like clouds. 

Either Chen Yuluoyan, closed moon and shameful flower, or allure, charming, or white teeth and starry 

eyes, looks like a fairy, or slim, beautiful and intelligent... 

"..." 

Seeing this scene, Yu Qing's heart suddenly stagnated, her face stiff! 

Chapter 1634: Give all the work to the alchemy villain 
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Although these women are not high in cultivation, each of them is particularly beautiful and has its own 

characteristics. 

Regardless of the cultivation base, no one is inferior to her, even better than her! 

Originally, she planned to take the initiative to help Su Lang start to see if she could talk more with Su 

Lang and build a relationship. 

Now it seems that it is wishful thinking... 

Yuqing Guliang, who was full of thoughts, was soon surrounded by Chu Xiaobei and others, Yingying 

Yanyan, twittering! 

Yuqing smiled bitterly and interacted with Chu Xiaobei and the others. 

The other side. 

Su Lang has entered the quiet room. 

Said it was studying the alchemy recipe, but actually just glanced at the alchemy recipe, and then gave 

all the work to the alchemy villain! 

But see inside the mysterious black space. 

The pill furnace in front of the pill-making villain burned with a godless colorful sky-burning flames. 

The material in the storage space disappears instantly, transforming into a perfect quality pill! 

"Ding! Successfully refining, you will get the Godless Grade Pill Jiuwen Taishang Baodan*5!" 

"Ding! Successfully refined..." 

Wow! 

The pill is refined like flowing water. 

Zhan Taiqing prepared a total of thirty kinds of no-god-level pills and 120 kinds of emperor's pills. 

But there are not so many materials to prepare, and the ones that can be refined are eleven kinds of 

godless-level pills and more than ninety kinds of emperor-level pills. 

The main reason is that some of the materials are really hard to find, even if it is too high for the Jiuqing 

Palace, it can't be collected. 

but. 

These pills fell into Su Lang's hands, and the probability of collecting all the materials was much higher. 

"One-click synthesis, work!" 

Su Lang's thoughts moved, and he began to use the one-key synthesis function to try to synthesize the 

required alchemy materials. 

If the composite is unsatisfactory, just decompose it directly. 



In a short period of time, many materials that were not available in the Supreme Nine Qing Palace were 

synthesized by Su Lang! 

Su Lang was naturally very happy about this. 

However, what Su Lang paid the most attention was not the synthesis of alchemy materials, and his 

attention had been put on the ready-made sources of immortality and emperor early. 

In this transaction, Su Lang received more than 2.2 million subordinate Diyuan'cash'! 

In addition to the nearly 80,000 left over from the previous upgrade of the system's functions, all of the 

Xianyuan Emperor Yuan was deposited into the system, and the balance suddenly soared to 2.3 million! 

So many subordinate emperor sources are enough to upgrade system functions! 

And now all system functions need one million to upgrade. 

So pick a good wave! 

After some deliberation. 

Su Lang chose the one-key enhancement function and the one-key empowerment function. 

The former has a particularly large increase in combat power, while the latter will be at level 20 

immediately. According to the system's practice, it will definitely come with a bonus function. 

Maybe, you will get activation permissions for new features! 

I don't know what brand new features will be after the one-click enhancement. 

"System, upgrade one-click to strengthen the function." 

After making the decision, Su Lang issued an order. 

"Ding! Consume 1 million lower multiplier source, the one-click enhancement function is upgraded to 

level 2, which can consume all resources to perform level 2 permanent enhancement on all non-living 

objects!" 

For an instant. 

Almost half of the system balance is consumed! 

But the perversion of enhanced functions is obvious to all, and it is totally worth it! 

"System, upgrade the one-key empowerment function!" 

Su Lang licked his lips and gave instructions again! 

"Ding! Consumption of 1 million lower multiplier sources, the one-key empowerment function has been 

increased to level 20, the current empowerment efficiency is 100%, and the number of daily 

empowerments has been increased to 40!" 

"Ding! Congratulations on upgrading the one-key empowerment function to level 20. You have received 

the new bonus functions ‘Great Way’s Initiation’ and ‘Teachers Tirelessly’!" 



"Away initiation: You can choose a condensed avenue to initiate the designated target. The current 

initiation efficiency is 100%, so that the target can fully understand the avenue!" 

"Teachers tirelessly: the current number of initiations has doubled, and the number of initiations per 

day has been increased to 80!" 

There were four prompts from the system, and Su Lang was taken aback. 

He didn't expect to get two bonus functions, and he was a little surprised! 

With this function of instructing people, he can train Chu Xiaobei and the others faster! 

The function of avenue empowerment is also very important. 

Without it, after Chu Xiaobei and the others were promoted to Quasi-Emperor, they would have to 

consolidate a great road alone, which would take countless hours. 

With it, Chu Xiaobei and others at the Emperor Wu level and the Great Emperor level will no longer have 

to worry about condensing the Dao. 

Chapter 1635: Promoted 14 Godless Soldiers at the same time 

"The only pity is that there is no unlock prompt about the next system function." 

"Perhaps, my function level is too low to trigger the alert condition?" 

"Well, it's possible, after all, my one-key enhancement function is only level 2, which is too low!" 

"..." 

While whispering, Su Lang sorted out the various natural treasures in the storage space. 

Except for alchemy materials, the rest will be used for refining or strengthening. 

Not long. 

Su Lang finished all the materials. 

The materials for evolving Youtian Sword, Godless Dragon Terrace, and Heavenly Eight-Round Shield 

were not collected. 

At present, the materials needed to evolve them have been concentrated in a certain corner and will not 

be used temporarily. 

The upgrade materials for the Bright Sword, Xinjue Wufeng Sword, Moon-Constructing Mother Nest, 

Luoyou Mirror, Soul Chasing Emperor Palace, Slaughter Sky Sword Sheath, Five Elements Emperor 

Soldier, Space Rubik's Cube, White Jade Emperor Palace, and Heavenly Repelling Wall are all collected. 

In addition to the materials required for these upgrades, there are more materials left, which can be 

used to strengthen! 

"The Supreme Nine Qing Palace is fat!" 

"I got so many materials all at once!" 
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Su Lang smiled happily, and then immediately ordered the system to upgrade all weapons such as the 

Bright Sword! 

Suddenly. 

The sound of the system is endless! 

A burst of dim light flashed, and each weapon was promoted instantly! 

Bright sword, Xinjue Wu Fengjian, and Gouyue Brood were promoted to Erdu Godless Soldier. 

Luoyou Mirror, Soul Chasing Emperor Palace, Slaughter Sky Scabbard, Five Elements Emperor Soldier, 

Space Rubik's Cube, White Jade Emperor Palace, and Jutian Wall are all promoted to Yidu Godless 

Soldier! 

Suddenly. 

Su Lang owns a total of seventeen Godless Soldiers! 

After being promoted, the healing power of the Bright Sword has greatly increased, and an ordinary 

Erdu Supreme Emperor's milk can be filled with blood and blue in one breath! 

Xinjue Wufeng Sword's damage to the soul has also increased sharply, and it can destroy the enemy's 

fused soul body and soul space, annihilate its soul power, and damage the flesh and blood and the 

universe of life! 

The ability to form the mother's nest has also been greatly improved, the number of spores produced is 

greater, and the evolution of spore creatures can also be accelerated more! 

The characteristics of Luoyoujing to nurture dead souls and preserve living souls remain unchanged, but 

the dead souls nurtured can reach the godless level more easily. 

If Su Lang throws the soul of the Supreme Emperor into the Luoyou Mirror, under the action of a large 

amount of incense, he will soon be able to urge the dead soul of the godless level. 

Of course, the low-level godless dead souls were of no use to Su Lang, and it was more straightforward 

to use them to refine weapons. 

In addition, the ability of Luoyoujing to absorb the enemy's attack power and simulate the opponent's 

magic means to conduct rebound attacks has also been greatly improved. 

It can almost perfectly rebound all conventional attack methods below the Sandu Godless level! 

After Slaughter Sky Scabbard, Five Elements Emperor Soldier, Space Rubik's Cube, White Jade Emperor 

Palace, and Jutian Wall were promoted to the Supreme Soldier, their abilities have also undergone 

qualitative changes. 

Soul Chasing Emperor Palace was also promoted to Godless Soldier, and its concealment ability was 

greatly increased. 

And just when the Soul Chasing Emperor Palace was promoted. 



With the flashing of Guanghua, the huge Soul Chasing Emperor Palace expanded dozens of times again, 

becoming a continuous group of palaces! 

These dark, mysterious and vast palace complexes are not simple, but are arranged in a mysterious 

structure! 

The huge movement naturally alarmed Chu Xiaobei and others in the palace and Yuqing. 

"This is... Weapon promotion to Godless level!!" 

"How can this quasi-god soldier be promoted to a godless soldier in an instant?" 

Yuqing felt the godless breath escaping from her surroundings, and she was shocked! 

Of course she has seen the Supreme Soldier, and she has also seen the quasi-no-god soldier promoted 

to the true-no-god soldier. 

But a quasi-no-god soldier completed the promotion process in an instant. This was something she had 

never seen or imagined. 

"This kind of unthinkable thing, I am afraid that even Master has never seen it!" 

Yuqing couldn't believe it, a small mouth couldn't help but opened slightly, showing a strong expression 

of gaffe. 

Youzhi was also a little horrified. She had seen Su Lang refining the quasi-no **** soldiers in an instant. 

But it was the first time I saw the quasi-no-god soldier promoted to the non-god soldier in an instant. 

Chapter 1636: Youtian Sword Level 2 enhancement! 

Chu Xiaobei and others were the most calm in the hall. 

Su Ling'er and Xiao Mei couldn't feel the terrifying changes because of their low level. 

And the three daughters of Chu Xiaobei didn't have to think about it and knew that Su Lang was 

promoted to this black imperial palace. 

When he was on Canglan Star, Su Lang was able to refine the imperial weapon imperial weapon at will 

and promote it directly. 

At that time, they were equally shocked. 

But if you see too much, it's natural to be surprised. 

"Aunt Yuqing, please don't panic." 

"It's just that my family Su Lang has just promoted this imperial palace." 

"Well, it's not surprising that Brother Su Lang often does such things." 

"Guliang Yuqing, let's continue drinking tea." 

"..." 
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Under the'comfort' of Chu Xiaobei and others, Yuqing felt that she had been hit ten thousand times. 

She is also very interested in the way of refining tools. 

But until now she has cultivated, and the highest-level weapon she has refined is only a quasi-no **** 

soldier. 

And this quasi-no-god soldier, but it took her a lot of hard work and countless wealth to gradually build 

it over the long years! 

Originally, Yuqing thought that his refinement attainments could be considered very powerful in the 

land of exile. 

Because the godless soldiers are basically inherited from the last reincarnation era, and few are built in 

the current reincarnation era. 

But now, seeing the scene where Su Lang instantly promoted the quasi-non-god soldier to the non-god 

soldier, Yuqing suddenly felt that his refinement skills were scum. 

and. 

Yuqing realized that Su Lang was not only a godless super alchemist, but also a godless super alchemist! 

With this method of instantaneous promotion of weapons, their refinement skills are definitely not 

weaker than alchemy skills! 

"Oh my God!" 

"Friend Su Daoist is not only unfathomable in alchemy, but also in refining tools!" 

"How good a person's talent is to push these two difficult roads to the limit at the same time!" 

"..." 

Yuqing's eyes widened, and Su Lang's image in her heart became bigger and magnificent, mysterious 

and unpredictable! 

While the appreciation for Su Lang surged, a trace of worship grew in his heart. 

You must know that Yuqing is very arrogant, and she only respects her master and rarely worships. 

Because in her opinion, the master is just a little bit higher, and there is no eye-catching feature. 

If given a certain amount of time, she is sure to surpass Master. 

However, Yuqing is clear about the difficulties of the way of alchemy and the way of refining tools. 

She knows that even if she learns to die in old age, she cannot reach one-tenth of Su Lang's! 

"Suddenly...suddenly I really want to change the door, and visit Senior Su Lang's door!" 

Yuqing looked at the women around her, their cultivation skills were mediocre, but they were able to 

accompany Su Lang at all times, which really made her envious! 

at the same time. 



Su Lang didn't know that his move to promote the Soul Chasing Emperor Palace had made Yu Qing think 

so much, and her mentality had also changed tremendously. 

Because after the promotion of various weapons, there are still many materials left. 

He is now strengthening Youtian Sword! 

"System, strengthen the Youtian Sword for me!" 

Su Lang took the Youtian Sword in his hand and gave instructions. 

"Ding! Strengthened successfully, Youtian Sword +1!" 

Accompanied by the sacrifice of countless materials, system prompts resounded in my mind. 

And Youtian Sword once again merged into a light blue mysterious power, its power skyrocketed! 

Only the Erdu Godless Grade Youtian Sword has been strengthened for the second time, and its power 

has reached the Sidu Godless Grade! 

This level is already the same as Godless Dragon Terrace! 

However, the consumption of the Youtian Sword is far less than the Godless Dragon Terrace, because its 

true level is still the Second Crossing Godless Level. 

Of course, Youtian Sword and Godless Dragon Platform are two different weapons, both of which are 

very useful and cannot be replaced by each other. 

"Cool, Xiaoyou!" 

Su Lang held Youtian Sword in his hand and waved it gently, with a faint smile on his face. 

"Of course it's cool!" 

Xiaoyou's extremely excited voice came from the sword, "Master is the best, Xiaoyou still wants it!" 

"Haha, the materials are not enough." 

Su Lang smiled and said, "Next time when the materials are sufficient, I will continue to strengthen it for 

you!" 

"Okay~" 

"Then it's a deal!" 

Xiaoyou's voice is full of expectation. 

Su Lang smiled brilliantly: "Of course, I like you the most!" 

While speaking, he thrust the Youtian Sword on his head. 

Xiaoyou turned into a hairpin very obediently and **** Su Lang's hair. 

Chapter 1637: Then try the strengthening technique 
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Finish it all. 

Su Lang looked at the remaining materials in the storage space. 

After being promoted to fourteen Godless Soldiers and strengthening the Youtian Sword once, 90% of 

the treasures accumulated in the mainland have been consumed. 

However, even if there is only 10% left, it is many times better than the resources searched from the 

entire Wushuang building site! 

"Strengthening function claims to strengthen all non-spiritual objects." 

"Since there are some left... then this time, let's try the strengthening technique!" 

Su Lang's eyes lit up, and the various secret techniques he had practiced appeared in his mind. 

One thought confines the sky, Zihua Hengsha, Kunlun is invisible, independent of the world, and the 

world is dead. 

There are also the Great Emperor Sutra, Drinking Xinghai, Breaking a Sword, No Shackles, Blood Moon 

and Heaven. 

As well as Da Ri Hao Tian, Emperor Hua Shen Xing, Fa Xiang Tian Di, Hidden Lin Xishou, Zhuo Zhi Wei 

Shen, Xian Tian Yi Qi, Aotian War God, Earth Burst Tian Xing, Wanxiang Tianying... 

"Lying down, so much!" 

"I can't count it!" 

Su Lang recalled the secret methods one by one, and he was speechless. 

Immediately after. 

He began to choose the secret technique that he wanted to strengthen. 

then. 

"It's a awkward thought to seal the sky, right?" 

"But innate anger is fundamental and indispensable!" 

"The profound meaning of Annihilation in the universe is the most powerful, you should choose this 

one!" 

"Unfettered is the most powerful explosive secret method, this must be strengthened!" 

"..." 

Su Lang felt that there were countless quarrels in his mind, and they were about to fight! 

To be honest, basically each of these secret techniques is very useful! 

It is precisely because of these secret techniques that Su Lang can kill the enemy beyond the terrifying 

realm of Godless Grade. 



I always feel that everyone can't be less! 

"There is a saying that children make choices." 

Su Lang licked his lips, his eyes flickered, "As an adult, you should have it all!" 

So it was such a happy decision. 

Su Lang intends to strengthen all the exercises again. 

But new trouble has come again, how should the order be arranged... 

After a more intense ideological struggle, Su Lang finally decided to strengthen "Innate Qi" first! 

After all, the foundation is more important. 

"system!" 

Su Lang quickly issued instructions in his heart, "Activate the one-key strengthening function to 

strengthen the exercise "Xiantian Yiqi Dijing"!" 

"Ding! Strengthened successfully, "Xiantian Yiqi Dijing" +1!" 

As the system prompt came, Su Lang immediately felt that the profound meaning of the "innate qi" 

imprinted in his soul was sublimated, and it became even more mysterious in an instant! 

Under the influence of the brand-new tall and profound meaning, the innate Qi in his body has become 

more dense and pure! 

"This technique has reached the emperor level!" 

"And the materials consumed are not a lot!" 

Su Lang closed his eyes and felt it carefully, then opened his eyes violently, "System, once again 

strengthen the "Innate Yiqi Emperor Jing"!" 

"Ding! Strengthened successfully, "Xiantian Yiqi Dijing" +1!" 

Boom! 

It was another sublimation of profound meaning, which made Su Lang's mind dizzy! 

Because the sublimation this time was even more terrifying, the Xiantian Yiqi Emperor Jing was directly 

promoted from the Great Emperor level to the Godless level! 

Wow! 

All the innate Qi in Su Lang's body has been further purified, and the number has risen further! 

Both the quality and the quantity have been improved dozens of times! 

And it also has very strange characteristics, making it easier and more efficient to transform into twisting 

power! 

"Hahaha!" 



"The enhanced function is awesome!" 

"This is much more refreshing than directly practicing the Godless-level exercises!" 

Su Lang felt the innate breath surging in his body, his eyes brightened with excitement. 

Looking at the materials consumed, it doesn't take much to strengthen twice, and the rest can 

strengthen new secret techniques! 

"Next, let's strengthen a thought to seal the sky!" 

"As long as the level is high enough, this secret technique is simply unsolvable." 

Su Lang thought for a while and gave the order again, "The system, activate the one-key enhancement, 

and continuously strengthen "The Secret Eye of One Thought Sealing the Sky"!" 

"Ding! Strengthening is successful, "One Thought Seals the Sky Secret Eye" +1!" 

"Ding! Strengthening failed, insufficient materials!" 

"What the hell!" 

"It failed the second time?" 

Su Lang raised his eyebrows and quickly went to check his storage space, only to find that the materials 

were really not enough. 

Chapter 1638: It is poverty that restricts me! 

At least, it wasn't enough to strengthen Yi Nian Fengtian to the godless level. 

However, if the other emperor level exercises were strengthened to the emperor level, it could still be 

done. 

"System, strengthen the "Kunlun Invisible Step", strengthen the "Emperor No Beginning Sutra"..." 

Following Su Lang's order, the system prompt sounded again. 

Reinforce continuous success, without fail. 

After all, even if Su Lang is poor now, the materials needed to strengthen from the Emperor level to the 

Great Emperor level are completely affordable. 

quickly. 

Su Lang raised various emperor level secret techniques to the emperor level. 

And many of these secret methods are for bodybuilding, so Su Lang's blood becomes more vigorous and 

surging! 

In addition. 

The materials in the storage space are finally almost consumed. 

"A wave of strength enhancement seems to have improved my strength a lot!" 
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Su Lang squeezed his fist, and the terrifying power circulated in his body, and one punch could explode a 

dark star. 

Soon. 

He quickly checked his property panel. 

However, the property panel has not changed much, and the five-dimensional properties are still the 

same. 

"It's not that I have been promoted too little, but that the gap between the godless levels is too big." 

"Moreover, most of the exercises strengthened this time are emperor level exercises, which is not very 

helpful to my Godless level combat power." 

"If all of these techniques are raised to the godless level, then my combat power will probably soar 

several small realms immediately!" 

"Unfortunately, it is still the word'poor'. It is poverty that restricts me!" 

Su Lang only felt that he was so poor that he was distressed. 

But soon. 

Su Lang's attention shifted to a pile of exercise books. 

Although many of the exercises Zhan Taiqing gave were tasteless, there was still one that caught Su 

Lang's attention. 

Why would this exercise be godless? 

"Red Underworld and Purple Qi Xuan Gong" is the name of this godless-level technique. 

This technique is very popular just by looking at the name, the special effects are so amazing, and its 

effect is also very powerful. 

As we all know, the Godless Class possesses the unconventional power of twisting power. 

The twisting power is divided into ordinary twisting power and special twisting power. 

For example, "Sweep Stream" is a special twisting force. 

And "Red Underworld Purple Qi Profound Art" can cultivate another special twisting power, "Red 

Underworld Purple Qi". 

However, although the characteristics of Hong Ming and Purple Qi are not metamorphosis of "Sweeping 

Flow", they are also very scary. 

This is a special twisting force that can be preserved and accumulated in the body. 

The general twisting force is condensed and used on site and cannot be stored. 

But the red and purple qi can be condensed and stored in the special space created by the exercises-the 

red. 



When it comes to fighting, you can skip the cohesion step directly, and the enemy will take the first step 

to take the lead! 

Moreover, the accumulated red and purple energy can burst out at once, crushing the opponent in 

quantity. 

If the opponent is at the same level as your own, you can already declare the opponent's defeat! 

Even if you are facing a higher level opponent, if you have enough accumulated red and purple energy, 

you will most likely be able to leapfrog and kill! 

of course. 

It is impossible to condense infinitely. 

Because the capacity of the special space "Red Ming" is limited. 

Depending on the proficiency of the exercises, the capacity is also different. The higher the proficiency, 

the greater the capacity. 

As for the specific limit, you can only know after practice. 

"This technique is good!" 

"I can practice directly to the founding level, and the capacity is estimated to be terrible." 

"Once the Red Nether space is filled, it will be absolutely terrifying when it bursts out instantly!" 

"..." 

Su Lang happily put this exercise on the one-key martial arts villain. 

Soon his eyes fell on the rest of the exercises. 

These exercises are all at the emperor level, a total of eleven, among which there are many incense-type 

exercises. 

"The incense technique is absolutely impossible to practice, it can only be used to synthesize, and it 

can't be randomly synthesized." 

"It just so happens that I have a lot of incense-type exercises, plus these books have made up ten." 

Su Lang flipped through his storage space and found six incense-type great emperor-level exercises, plus 

Zhan Taiqing's, and it was exactly ten. 

Chapter 1639: Do nine places and cut thirteen dead bodies! 

"The remaining great emperor-level techniques can be combined once." 

Su Lang took out several great emperor-level exercises again, and after a bit of piecing together, two 

piles of exercises appeared in front of him. 

A pile of great emperor-level exercises, a pile of incense-type exercises. 

"system." 
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"Use these exercises as raw materials to synthesize Godless-level exercises!" 

Su Lang gave the order, but didn't have much expectations. 

"Ding! After the synthesis is completed, you will get the Godless Grade "Nine Places"!" 

"Ding! After the synthesis is completed, you will get the Godless level technique "Thirteen Corpses"!" 

In a flash. 

The two exercises originally appeared in front of Su Lang. 

"What?" 

""Dao Li Nine Places"? "Thirteen Corpses"?" 

"I've heard of Slashing the Three Corpses, I'm afraid it's a bit awesome!" 

"And "Nine Places of Taoism", the name is a bit weird." 

While complaining, Su Lang picked up two original exercises. 

The method of "Nine Places of Taoism" was originally a piece of colorful clay, and it looked like 

plasticine. 

It exudes a very strong avenue power. 

Su Lang read it, and his eyes suddenly brightened. 

The function of this exercise is actually to urge ordinary land into nine treasures with different attributes 

with the power of the rules of the Great Dao! 

Under normal circumstances, for a piece of ordinary land to become a treasure, it must be cultivated for 

countless years in the body of a powerful person above the Great Emperor level. 

But "Nine Places of Taoism" can greatly shorten this time, and it is possible to turn a person into a 

treasured production machine! 

"The more things there are, the better!" 

"My life universe is so big, just a lonely planet of life, how lonely!" 

"With this technique, I can not only make the planet of life bigger, but also make some other planets out 

to enrich my universe of life." 

"When my avatars are free, they can be sent to do these things. It's better than putting them in a 

mysterious space and getting moldy!" 

"..." 

While thinking about it, Su Lang put the book "The World of Taoism" on a martial arts villain. 

Soon. 

Su Lang brought the original technique of the second "Thirteen Corpses" before him. 



This exercise was originally an illusory villain, with long and short palms, translucent and colorless. 

From this point of view, there is nothing special, because many of the exercises that Su Lang synthesized 

were originally villains. 

But the technique of "Thirteen Corpses" was originally a villain, but it was the most strange. 

Because every time you look at it, you have a different expression! 

For a while, the eyebrows are good, the other is fierce, the other is bitter, and the other is joyful... 

"What a weird thing!" 

Su Lang curled his lips, then leaned out his spiritual mind, trying to read the information inside. 

As soon as he saw the result, he was stunned! 

This exercise is synthesized by various incense exercises. 

Therefore, this is also a godless incense technique! 

Moreover, this is exactly what Su Lang has been waiting for for a long time, which can protect people 

from incense! 

Although "Void Dragon Vessel Heaven Realm" is also this kind of exercise, Su Lang is still essentially not 

in contact with incense in his body and soul. 

Whatever comes into contact with incense at any time is something like ‘incense dragon veins’. 

But this "Thirteen Corpses" is completely different! 

This exercise can be practiced to a high level, and it can cut out the seven emotions and six desires in the 

incense aspiration power, making the incense aspiration power the purest power, and can no longer 

erode the practitioner's mind. 

In addition, the seven emotions and six desires cut out can form thirteen powerful clones! 

The clone completely obeys the command of the practitioner, and its strength depends on the strength 

of the indoctrination. 

The less the wish, the weaker the clone, the more the wish, the stronger the clone. The upper limit is the 

level of the deity. 

And different clones have their own special moves, each useful in battle. 

If the clone is killed, it can be condensed again through exercises! 

If the deity is killed, it can also be resurrected from the clone, but the price paid is extremely terrifying. 

"Tsk tut!" 

"Finally waiting for you, the incense technique of your dreams!" 

"Furthermore, this exercise can actually produce thirteen upper limit clones of the deity's level!" 



"This is simply a super weakened version of the'Clone Dispatch' function!" 

"..." 

Su Lang looked at the "Thirteen Corpses" exercises with an expression of excitement on his face. 

Chapter 1640: Hahaha, I really earn blood! 

but. 

He soon calmed down. 

This exercise is definitely regarded as the most treasured exercise for other godless levels. 

But for Su Lang, it can only be considered icing on the cake at best. 

In terms of incense, although this kind of power possesses the omnipotent nature of being against the 

sky, it is incredible. 

But after all, it is still within the framework of the rules of the universe, and the road of incense rules is 

its limitation. 

As long as it is in the avenue of rules of the universe, then this kind of power is even a conventional 

power, not comparable to the power of distortion. 

In terms of clones, Su Lang has the function of ‘Clone Dispatch’. 

There are 80 clones and avatars in total, and they have the same level of strength as the deity at birth. 

It can even transform into a hundred, become eight thousand godless avatars, and can also converge 

with stars and clouds to become stronger existences. 

The thirteen clones formed by slashing thirteen corpses require a lot of incense to have sufficient 

strength. 

A warrior who cultivates from nothing to the godless level requires countless time and resources. 

An incense clone from weak to strong, how much incense aspiration power should it require? It's scary 

to think about it! 

Therefore, spending a huge amount of incense to cultivate incense clones is too low cost-effective for Su 

Lang, and it is not worth doing. 

Of course, this exercise is still useful. 

First of all, Su Lang does not have to be afraid of incense infestation, and his ability to control incense 

willingness can reach the perfect level in a true sense. 

Secondly, the incense aspiration force can be regarded as the second conventional power besides the 

‘innate qi’, which can be used as the second reserve energy. 

The key is that there is no limit to the reserve of incense, and it can be stored indefinitely. This is very 

promising! 
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Finally, the incense clone is better than the one that didn't come. Even if it is not cultivated, it can be 

used as a teleportation coordinate. 

If Su Lang falls to desperation, all the clones are killed, and the substitution fails, perhaps the Xianghuo 

clone is also a way out. 

Of course, this possibility is too low and too low to be ignored! 

"This exercise is indeed possible." 

"Moreover, after I practice, I can pass it on to Chu Xiaobei and the others when the time is ripe." 

"Once the incense is contaminated, it is bad, but with this technique, you can sit back and relax!" 

"..." 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth twitched, and with joy, he placed this exercise on the villain Xiwu. 

Soon. 

He counted the exercises the martial arts villain was practicing. 

They are "Thirteen Corpses", "Dao Li Tiandi", "Four Dragons Treasures", "Withered Wood Condensation 

of Origin and Fate" and "Taixu Universe Dragon Jue", "Wanhua Promise Nirvana Sutra", "Chaotic 

Darkness" Eclipse. 

"A total of seven godless techniques!" 

"There are still two martial arts villains who have nothing to do, so just put two more exercises." 

Su Lang's eyes turned and he chose "The King Kong Hou Tu Di Lu" and "The Great Zhou Tian Xing Yuan 

Jing" and placed them on the two free martial arts villains. 

At this point, the nine martial arts villains all started to work! 

"It's finally over!" 

"Finally I can refine my super humanoid weapon!" 

Su Lang let out a sigh of relief, and immediately took out the cauldron and the materials reserved in 

advance, and began to refine the fairy-level parts. 

What he didn't know was. 

Outside the quiet room, Chu Xiaobei and others were taking Yuqing to read the novels of women's 

channels. 

This female frequency novel book was completed by the seven of them together, and it was wonderful. 

Yuqing, a genius woman who only knows about cultivation, was immediately attracted like the original 

Youzhi! 

Eight women were surrounding a piece of jade slip, staring intently, with excited and strange 

expressions from time to time, just like cats sucking mint. 



Among them, Yuqing, who had just come into contact with this novel, was the most intoxicated, and she 

was almost in a fantasy. 

at the same time. 

Taishang Nine Qing Palace, time turbulent resident, in the wooden house. 

"Hahaha!" 

"Hahahaha!" 

"Make a lot of money, make a lot of money, I really make blood!" 

"..." 

Bursts of terrifying laughter spread throughout the time turbulence station. 

Some disciples of Taishang Jiuqing Palace who were forced to come to the resident to attend to Tiancai 

Dibao were trembling with fright. 

Among the extremely luxurious palaces of the Supreme Nine Qing Palace, some powerful Godless 

powerhouses also raised their heads suddenly, looking at the turbulent location of time in amazement. 

 


